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Abstra t
A simple variant of a priority queue, alled a soft heap, is introdu ed. The data
stru ture supports the usual operations: insert, delete, meld, and ndmin. Its novelty is
to beat the logarithmi bound on the omplexity of a heap in a omparison-based model.
To break this information-theoreti barrier, the entropy of the data stru ture is redu ed by
arti ially raising the values of ertain keys. Given any mixed sequen e of n operations, a
soft heap with error rate " (for any 0 < "  1=2) ensures that, at any time, at most "n of
its items have their keys raised. The amortized omplexity of ea h operation is onstant,
ex ept for insert, whi h takes O(log 1=") time. The soft heap is optimal for any value of "
in a omparison-based model. The data stru ture is purely pointer-based. No arrays are
used and no numeri assumptions are made on the keys. The main idea behind the soft
heap is to move items a ross the data stru ture not individually, as is ustomary, but in
groups, in a data-stru turing equivalent of \ ar pooling." Keys must be raised as a result,
in order to preserve the heap ordering of the data stru ture. The soft heap an be used
to ompute exa t or approximate medians and per entiles optimally. It is also useful for
approximate sorting and for omputing minimum spanning trees of general graphs.
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Introdu tion

We design a simple variant of a priority queue, alled a soft heap. The data stru ture stores
items with keys from a totally ordered universe, and supports the operations:





reate (S ):

Create an empty soft heap S .
insert (S ; x): Add new item x to S .
meld (S ; S 0 ): Form a new soft heap with the items stored in S and S 0 (assumed to be
disjoint), and destroy S and S 0 .
 delete (S ; x): Remove item x from S .

 A preliminary version of this paper appeared in

\Car-pooling as a data stru turing devi e: the soft heap",
by Bernard Chazelle, Pro . 6th Ann. Euro. Symp. Alg. (1998), 35{42. This work was supported in part by
NSF Grant CCR-93-01254, NSF Grant CCR-96-23768, ARO Grant DAAH04-96-1-0181, and NEC Resear h
Institute.
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findmin (S ):

Return an item in S with the smallest key.

The soft heap may, at any time, in rease the value of ertain keys. Su h keys, and by extension,
the orresponding items, are alled orrupted. Corruption is entirely at the dis retion of the
data stru ture and the user has no ontrol over it. Naturally, findmin returns the minimum
urrent key, whi h might or might not be orrupted. The bene t is speed: during heap
updates, items travel together in pa kets in a form of \ ar pooling," in order to save time.
From an information-theoreti point of view, orruption is a way to de rease the entropy
of the data stored in the data stru ture, and thus fa ilitate its treatment. The entropy is
de ned as the logarithm, in base two, of the number of distin t key assignments (ie, entropy
of the uniform distribution over key assignments). To see the soundness of this idea, push it
to its limit, and observe that if every key was orrupted by raising its value to 1, then the
set of keys would have zero entropy and we ould trivially perform all operations in onstant
time. Interestingly, soft heaps show that the entropy need not drop to zero for the omplexity
to be ome onstant.
Theorem 1.1 Beginning with no prior data, onsider a mixed sequen e of operations that
in ludes n inserts. For any 0 < "  1=2, a soft heap with error rate " supports ea h operation
in onstant amortized time, ex ept for insert, whi h takes O(log 1=") time. The data stru ture
never ontains more than "n orrupted items at any given time. In a omparison-based model,
these bounds are optimal.

Note that this does not mean that only "n items are orrupted in total throughout the
sequen e of operations. Be ause of deletes many more items might end up being orrupted.
In fa t, it is not diÆ ult to imagine a s enario where all items are eventually orrupted;
for example, insert n items and then keep deleting orrupted ones. Despite this apparent
weakness, the soft heap is optimal and|perhaps even more surprising|useful. The data
stru ture an be implemented on a pointer ma hine: no arrays are used, and no numeri
assumptions on the keys are required. Soft heaps apture three distin t features, whi h it is
useful to understand at the outset.

 If we set " = 1=2n, then no orruption is allowed to take pla e and the soft heap behaves

like a regular heap with logarithmi insertion time. Unsurprisingly, soft heaps in lude
standard heaps as spe ial ases. In fa t, as we shall see, a soft heap is nothing but a
modi ed binomial queue [5℄.
 More interesting is the fa t that soft heaps impli itly feature median- nding te hnology.
To see why, set " to be a small onstant: insert n keys and then perform bn=2 ndmins,
ea h one followed by a delete. This takes O(n) time. Among the keys deleted, the
largest (original) one is "n away from the median of the n original keys. To obtain su h
a number in linear time (deterministi ally), as we just did, typi ally requires a variant
of the median- nding algorithm of Blum et al. [1℄.
 The previous remark should not lead one to think that a soft heap is simply a dynami
median- nding data stru ture. Things are more subtle. Indeed, onsider a sequen e
of n inserts of keys in de reasing order, intermixed with n ndmins, and set " = 1=2.
Despite the high value of the error rate ", the ndmins must a tually return the minimum
key at least half the time. The reason is that at most n=2 keys inserted an ever be
orrupted. Be ause of the de reasing order of the insertions, these un orrupted keys must
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be reported by ndmin right after their insertion sin e they are minimum at the time.
The requirement to be orre t half the time dooms any strategy based on maintaining
medians or near-medians for the purpose of ndmin.
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Appli ations

Soft heaps are useful for omputing minimum spanning trees and per entiles, for nding
medians, for near sorting, and generally for situations where approximate rank information is
sought. Some examples below:
1. The soft heap was designed with a spe i appli ation in mind, minimum spanning
trees. It is a key ingredient in what is urrently the fastest deterministi algorithm [2℄
for omputing the minimum spanning tree of a graph. Given a onne ted graph with
n verti es and m weighted edges, the algorithm nds a minimum spanning tree in time
O(m (m; n)), where is the lassi al fun tional inverse of A kermann's fun tion.
2. Another, simpler appli ation is the dynami maintenan e of per entiles. Suppose we
wish to maintain the grade point averages of students in a ollege, so that at any time
we an request the name of a student with a GPA in the top per entile. Soft heaps
support su h operations in onstant amortized time.
3. Soft heaps give an alternative method for omputing medians in linear time (or generally
perform linear-time sele tion [1℄). Suppose we want to nd the k-th largest element in a
set of n numbers. Insert the n numbers into a soft heap with error rate 1=3. Next, all
ndmin and delete about n=3 times. The largest number deleted has rank between n=3
and 2n=3. After omputing this rank, we an therefore remove at least n=3 numbers
from onsideration. We re urse over the remainder in the obvious fashion. This allows us
to nd the k-th largest element in time proportional to n +2n=3+(2=3)2 n +    = O(n).
4. A fourth appli ation of soft heaps is to approximate sorting. A weak version of nearsorting requires that given n distin t numbers, the algorithm should output them in a
sequen e whose number of inversions is at most "n2 (instead of zero for exa t sorting).
As it turns out, this follows dire tly from inserting n numbers into a soft heap with error
rate " and then deleting the smallest keys repeatedly. The number Ik of inversions of
the k-th deleted number x is the number of keys deleted earlier whose original values
are larger than x. But x must have been in a orrupted state during those parti ular
Ik earlier deletions. The total number of keys in a orrupted
state, ounting over all
P
2
deletions, is at most "n , and so the number of inversions I is also bounded by "n2 .
k

5. A stronger version of near-sorting requires that in the output sequen e the rank of no
number di ers from its true rank in sorted order by more than "n. We show below how
soft heaps allow us to do that in O(n log 1=") time. In parti ular, this gives us a simple
linear time algorithm for this strong form of near-sorting with, say, 1% error in rank.
Of ourse, the result itself is not new. It an be derived trivially from repeated median
omputation. The whole point is that we do it in a ompletely di erent way.
For any 0 < "  1=2, we an use a soft heap to near-sort n numbers in time
O(n log 1="): this means that the rank of any number in the output sequen e di ers from its
true rank by at most "n.

Theorem 2.1
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Sin e the running time we seek to a hieve is O(n log 1=") we an assume that n is large
enough and that 1=" lies between a large onstant and pn. Given the n numbers (assumed
to be distin t for simpli ity) insert them into a soft heap and then delete the item returned
by ndmin until the heap is empty. Using a soft heap with error rate ", at most "n numbers
are orrupted at any given time. Divide the sequen e of n pairs ( ndmin, delete) into time
intervals T1 ; : : : ; Tl , ea h onsisting of d2"ne pairs; without loss of generality, we may assume
that n = d2"nel. Let Si be the set of items deleted during Ti , and let Ui be the subset of Si that
in ludes only items that were at some point un orrupted during Ti . (We assume that items
are time-stamped when rst orrupted.) Finally, let xi be the smallest original key among
the items of Ui , and let si be the orresponding item; for onvenien e, we put x0 = 1 and
xl+1 = 1. Given an item s 2 Si whose original key lies in [xj ; xj +1 ), we de ne (s) = ji j j.
Some simple fa ts:
(1) jUi j  d2"ne "n  "n: Be ause at most "n items are orrupted at the beginning of Ti .
(2) The xi 's appear in in reasing order, and the original key of any item in Ui lies in [xi ; xi+1 ):
Sin e si+1 is un orrupted during Ti , its original key xi+1 is at least the urrent (and
hen e, the original) key of any item deleted during Ti .
(3) Pf (s) j s 2 Si n Ui g < 2n: Given s 2 Si n Ui , let [xj ; xj +1 ) be the interval that ontains
the original key of s. As we just observed, the original key of s is less than xi+1 , and
therefore, j  i. To avoid being sele ted by ndmin, the item s must have been in a
orrupted state during the deletion of xk , for any j < k < i (if any su h k exists). The
total number of items in a orrupted state during the deletions of x1 ; : : : ; xl is at most
"nl, and therefore
so is the sum of distan es i j 1 = (s) 1 over all su h items s.
It follows that P (s)  "nl + n < 2n, hen e our laim.

Proof:

(4) The number of items whose original keys fall in [xi ; xi+1 ) is less than 6"n: Indeed,
suppose that the item does not belong to Si [ Si+1 . It annot be sele ted by ndmin
and deleted before the beginning of Ti , sin e si was not orrupted yet. By the time si+1
was deleted, the item in question must have been orrupted (it annot have been deleted
yet). So, there an be at most "n su h items. Thus, the total number of items with
original keys in [xi ; xi+1 ) is at most 2d2"ne + "n < 6"n.
Next, for ea h item s 2 Si n Ui , we sear h whi h interval [xj ; xj +1 ) ontains its original key,
whi h we an do in O((s) + 1) time by sequential sear h. By (1{4), this means that in O(n)
postpro essing time we have partitioned the set of original keys into disjoint intervals, ea h
ontaining between "n and 6"n keys. So, in O(n log 1=") time, any number an be output in
a position at most 6"n o its rank. Repla ing " by "=6 ompletes the proof. 2
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The Data Stru ture

The data stru ture is simple but somewhat subtle. This makes it all the more useful to in lude
the a tual ode of our implementation of soft heaps in C. (It is very short: about 100 lines!)
The ode should be viewed as a bonus, not a hindran e. We do not base our dis ussion on it
and, in fa t, it is possible to skip it in a rst reading and still understand soft heaps.
Re all that a binomial tree [5℄ of rank k is a rooted tree of 2k nodes: it is formed by the
ombination of two binomial trees of rank k 1, where the root of one be omes the new hild
4

of the other root. A soft heap is a sequen e of modi ed binomial trees of distin t ranks, alled
soft queues. The modi ations ome in two ways:

 A soft queue q is a binomial tree with subtrees possibly missing (somewhat like the

trees of a Fibona i heap [3℄ after a few deletions). The binomial tree from whi h q is
derived is alled its master tree. The rank of a node of q is the number of hildren of the
orresponding node in the master tree. Obviously, it is an upper bound on the number
of hildren in q. We enfor e the following rank invariant: the number of hildren of the
root should be no smaller than brank (root)=2 .
 A node v may store several items, in fa t, a whole item-list. The key of v denotes the
ommon value of all the urrent keys of the items in item-list(v): it is an upper bound
on the original keys. The soft queue is heap-ordered with respe t to keys, ie, a key
of a node does not ex eed the keys of any of its hildren. We x an integer parameter
r = r("), and we require that all orrupted items be stored at nodes of rank greater
than r.
2,4 (4)
3,7 (7)
5 ( 5)

6 ( 6)
9 ( 9)

8 ( 8)

Figure 1: Two soft queues of rank 2 ombine to make one soft queue of rank 3. Although the

edges below 6 and 8 are missing, the rank of both nodes is one (not zero). The soft queue is
heap-ordered with respe t to keys (indi ated in parentheses), but not with respe t to original
keys.

Turning to the a tual C ode, an item-list is a singly-linked list of items with one eld
indi ating the original value of the key.
typedef stru t ILCELL
{ int key;
stru t ILCELL *next;
} il ell;

A node of a soft queue indi ates its key and its rank in the master tree. Pointers next
and hild give a ess to the hildren. If there are none, the pointers are NULL. Otherwise,
the node is the parent of a soft queue of rank one less (pointed to by hild) and the root of a
soft queue of rank one less (pointed to by next). This is a standard arti e to represent highdegree nodes as sequen es of degree-2 nodes. Finally, a pointer il gives a ess to the head of
the item-list. To fa ilitate on atenation of item-lists, we also provide a pointer il tail to
the tail of the list.
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typedef stru t NODE
{ int key, rank;
stru t NODE *next, * hild;,
stru t ILCELL *il, *il_tail;
} node;

The top stru ture of the heap1 onsists of a doubly-linked list h1 ; : : : ; hm , alled the headlist: ea h head hi has two extra pointers: one (queue) points to the root ri of a distin t queue,
and another (suffix min) points to the root of minimum key among all rj 's (j  i). We
require that rank(r1 ) <    < rank(rm ). By extension, the rank of a queue (resp. heap) refers
to the rank of its root (resp. rm ). It is stored in the head hi as the integer variable rank.
typedef stru t HEAD
{ stru t NODE *queue;
stru t HEAD *next, *prev, *suffix_min;
int rank;
} head;

We initialize the soft heap by reating two dummy heads (global variables): header gives
a ess to the head-list while tail, of in nite rank, represents the end of that list. The fun tions
new head and new node reate and initialize a new head and a new node in the trivial manner.
The third global variable is the parameter r = r(").
head *header, *tail; int r;
header = new_head (); tail = new_head ();
tail->rank = INFTY; header->next = tail; tail->prev = header;
printf (``Enter r: ''); s anf (``%d'', &r);
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The Soft Heap Operations

We dis uss a minor variant of the data stru ture, whose ode is slightly simpler. It is straightforward to modify the data stru ture into a full- edged soft heap. First, our variant bypasses
the reate operation and integrates it within insert. Also, note that the operation delete
an be implemented in the lazy style by simply marking the item to be deleted a ordingly.
Then, a tual work is required only when findmin returns an item that is marked as deleted.
For this reason, we skip the dis ussion of findmin and delete altogether, and instead, fo us
on deletemin, the operation whi h nds an item of minimum key and deletes it. Again, it is
immediate to modify the data stru ture to a ommodate findmin and delete separately.
For ea h operation we rst give an informal des ription, sometimes using pseudo- ode, and
then follow up with heavily annotated C ode. Ex ept for drivers and I/O ode, all that is
needed to implement soft heaps is in luded here.
Inserting an Item

To insert a new item, we reate an un orrupted one-node queue, and we meld it into the heap.

C ode for insert
1

For brevity we drop the \soft."
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insert (newkey)
int newkey;
{
node *q; il ell *l;
l = (il ell *) mallo (sizeof (il ell));
l->key = newkey; l->next = NULL;
q = new_node (); q->rank = 0; q-> key = newkey;
q->il = l; q->il_tail = l;
meld (q);
}
Melding Two Heaps

Consider melding two heaps S and S 0 . We begin with a qui k overview, and then we dis uss
the a tual implementation of the operation. We break apart the heap of lesser rank, say S 0 , by
melding ea h of its queues into S . To meld a queue of rank k into S , we look for the smallest
index i su h that rank(ri )  k. (The dummy head tail ensures that i always exists.) If
rank(ri ) > k, we insert the head right before hi , instead. Otherwise, we meld the two queues
into one of rank k + 1, by making the root with the larger key a new hild of the other root.
If rank(ri+1 ) = k + 1, a new on i t arises. We repeat the pro ess as long as ne essary like a
arry propagation in binary addition. Finally, we update the suffix min pointers between h1
and the last head visited. When melding not a single queue but a whole heap, the last step
an be done at the very end in just one pass through S . We give the ode for melding a soft
queue into a soft heap.

C ode for meld
Let q be a pointer (node *q) to the soft queue to be melded into the soft heap. First,
we s an the head-list until we rea h the point at whi h melding proper an begin. This leads
us to the rst head of rank at least that of q, whi h is denoted by tohead. To fa ilitate the
insertion of the new queue, we also remember the pre eding head, alled prevhead.
meld (q)
node *q;
{
head *h, *prevhead, *tohead = header->next;
node *top, *bottom;
while (q->rank > tohead->rank) tohead = tohead->next;
prevhead = tohead->prev;

If there is already a queue of the same rank as q, we perform the arry propagation, as
dis ussed earlier. When merging two queues, we use the variables top and bottom to spe ify
whi h of the two queues end up at/below the root. We reate a new node q pointing to top
and bottom. Its item-list is inherited from top, and its rank is one plus that of top, (ie,
top->rank +1). Finally, we update tohead to point to the next element down the head-list.
while (q->rank == tohead->rank)
{ if (tohead->queue-> key > q-> key)
{ top = q; bottom = tohead->queue; }
else
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{ top = tohead->queue; bottom = q; }
q = new_node ();
q-> key = top-> key; q->rank = top->rank +1;
q-> hild = bottom; q->next = top;
q->il = top->il; q->il_tail = top->il_tail;
tohead = tohead->next;
} /* end of while loop */

We are now ready to insert the new queue in the list of heads. We use a little tri k: if a arry
has a tually taken pla e, then the head pointed to by prevhead->next is now unused and so
an be re y led as the head of the new queue. (We omit the garbage olle tion one might
want to arry out to free the newly available spa e.) Otherwise, we reate a new head h. We
insert h between prevhead and tohead; all the heads inbetween an be dis arded. Finally, we
all fix minlist(h) to restore the suffix min pointers.

}

if (prevhead == tohead->prev) h = new_head ();
else h = prevhead->next;
h->queue = q; h->rank = q->rank;
h->prev = prevhead; h->next = tohead;
prevhead->next = h; tohead->prev= h;
fix_minlist (h);

C ode for fix minlist
Prior to alling fix minlist(h), it is assumed that all suffix min pointers are orre t
ex ept for those between header and h. A simple walk from h ba k to header updates all the
suffix mins.
fix_minlist (h)
head *h;
{
head *tmpmin;
if (h->next == tail) tmpmin = h;
else tmpmin = h->next->suffix_min;
while (h != header)
{ if (h->queue-> key < tmpmin->queue-> key)
tmpmin = h;
h->suffix_min = tmpmin;
h = h->prev;
}
}
Deletemin

The suffix min pointer at the beginning of the head-list points to the head h with the
minimum key ( orrupted or not). The trouble is that the item-list at that node might be
empty. In that ase, we must re ll the item-list with items taken lower down in the queue
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pointed to by h. To do that, we all the fun tion sift(h->queue, h->rank), whi h repla es
the empty item-list by another one. If ne essary, we iterate on this pro ess until the new
item-list at the root is not empty. The fun tion sift is the heart of the soft heap so, without
further ado, let us turn our dis ussion to it.
Taking as argument the node v at whi h the sifting takes pla e, the fun tion sift attempts
to move items up the tree towards the root. This is a standard operation in lassi al heaps.
Typi ally, there is single re ursive all in the pro edure and the omputation tree is a path.
The twist is to all the re ursion twi e on e in a while, in order to make the re ursion tree
bran hing, ie, truly a tree. This simple modi ation auses item-lists to ollide on the way
up, whi h we resolve by on atenating them. First, some pseudo- ode:
sift(v)

item-list(v) T ;;
v has no hild
then set key(v) to 1 and return;
1. sift(v->next);
if

if

T

key(v->next) > key(v-> hild)
then ex hange v->next and v-> hild;
T [ item-list(v->next);

loop- ondition holds then goto 1;
item-list(v) T .
if

The \loop- ondition" statement is what makes soft heaps spe ial. Without it, sift would
be indistinguishable from the standard deletemin operation of a binomial tree. The loopondition holds if (i) the goto has not yet been exe uted during this invo ation of sift (ie,
bran hing is at most binary), (ii) the rank of v ex eeds the threshold r and either it is odd
or it ex eeds the rank of the highest-ranked hild of v by at least two. The rank ondition
ensures that no orruption takes pla es too low in the queue; the parity ondition is there
to keep bran hing from o urring too often; nally the last ondition ensures that bran hing
does o ur frequently enough. The variable T implements the ar-pooling in the on atenation
T
T [ item-list(v->next). The leanup is intended to prune the tree of nodes that have
lost their item-lists to an estors and whose keys have been set to 1.

C ode for sift
The item-list at v is worthless and it is e e tively emptied at the beginning. We test whether
the node v is a leaf. If so, we bottom out by setting its key to in nity (ie, a large integer),
whi h will ause the node to stay at the bottom of the queue. If v is not a leaf then neither
v->next nor v-> hild is NULL. In fa t, this is a general invariant: both are null or neither
one is. This might hange temporarily within a all to sift but it is restored before the all
ends.
node *sift (v)
node *v;
{
node *tmp;
v->il = NULL; v->il_tail = NULL;
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if (v->next == NULL && v-> hild == NULL)
{ v-> key = INFTY; return v; }
v->next = sift (v->next);

The new item-list at v->next might now have a large key whi h violates the heap ordering.
If so, we perform a rotation by ex hanging hildren v->next and v-> hild.
if (v->next-> key > v-> hild-> key)
{ tmp = v-> hild;
v-> hild = v->next;
v->next = tmp;
}

On e the hildren of v are in pla e we update the various pointers at v. In parti ular, the
item-list of v->next is passed on to v, and so is its key. Re all that while v-> hild is
truly a hild of v in the soft queue, the node v->next is a hild of v only in the binary-tree
implementation of the queue.
v->il = v->next->il;
v->il_tail = v->next->il_tail;
v-> key = v->next-> key;

Next in line, the most distin tive feature of soft heaps: the possibility of sifting twi e, ie, of
reating a bran hing pro ess in the re ursion tree for sift. If the loop- ondition is satis ed,
meaning that the rank of v is odd and large enough, we sift again.
if (v->rank > r &&
(v->rank % 2 == 1 || v-> hild->rank < v->rank-1))
{ v->next = sift (v->next);

As a result of the sifting, another rotation might be needed to restore heap ordering.
if (v->next-> key > v-> hild-> key)
{ tmp = v-> hild;
v-> hild = v->next;
v->next = tmp;
}

The item-list at v->next should now be on atenated with the one at v, unless of ourse, it
is empty or no longer de ned. The latter ase o urs when key is in nite at both v-> hild
and v->next. Note that this ould not happen after the previous sift.
if (v->next-> key != INFTY && v->next->il != NULL)
{ v->next->il_tail->next = v->il;
v->il = v->next->il;
if (v->il_tail == NULL)
v->il_tail = v->next->il_tail;
v-> key = v->next-> key;
}
} /* end of se ond sift */
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We lean up the queue by removing the nodes with in nite keys. We do not update v->rank
sin e rank is de ned with respe t to the master tree. Note that this is where the rank and the
number of hildren an be made to di er. In fa t, we ensure that for any node v the ranks of
its hildren (in the binary tree) are always equal, ie, v->next->rank = v-> hild->rank.

}

if (v-> hild-> key == INFTY)
{ if (v->next-> key == INFTY)
{ v-> hild = NULL; v->next = NULL; }
else
{ v-> hild = v->next-> hild;
v->next = v->next->next; }
}
return v;

C ode for deletemin
The fun tion deletemin returns the item with the smallest key and deletes it. In pra ti e,
safe programming would di tate that we add safety ode to warn the user against deleting
from an empty heap and things of the sort. We dispense with su h ni eties here. The rst
suffix min pointer takes us to the smallest key, whi h is what we want unless, of ourse,
the orresponding item-list is empty. In that ase, we all sift|perhaps more than on e|
to bring items ba k to the root. But rst, we he k whether the rank invariant is violated.
Indeed, previous sifting might have aused the loss of too many hildren of the root and hen e
a violation of the invariant. We ount the hildren of the root. (Alternatively, we ould add
a eld to keep tra k of this number.)
deletemin ()
{ node *sift (), *tmp;
int min, hild ount; head *h = header->next->suffix_min;
while (h->queue->il == NULL)
{ tmp = h->queue; hild ount = 0;
while (tmp->next != NULL)
{ tmp = tmp->next; hild ount ++; }

The advantage in dete ting a rank invariant violation so late in the game is that to x it
is mu h easier sin e the root's item-list is empty (else, what would we do with it?) If the
rank invariant is violated (ie, hild ount < bh ! rank=2 ), we remove the queue and update
the head-list and suffix min pointers. Then, we dismantle the root by remelding ba k its
hildren.
if ( hild ount < h->rank/2)
{ h->prev->next = h->next; h->next->prev = h->prev;
fix_minlist (h->prev);
tmp = h->queue;
while (tmp->next != NULL)
{ meld (tmp-> hild); tmp = tmp->next; }
}
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If the rank invariant holds, we are ready to re ll the item-list at the root by alling sift.
else
{ h->queue = sift (h->queue);
if (h->queue-> key == INFTY)
{ h->prev->next = h->next;
h->next->prev = h->prev; h = h->prev; }
fix_minlist (h);
}
h = header->next->suffix_min;
} /* end of outer while loop */

We are now in a position to delete the minimum-key item.

}

5

min = h->queue->il->key;
h->queue->il = h->queue->il->next;
if (h->queue->il == NULL) h->queue->il_tail = NULL;
return min;

Complexity Analysis

We prove that the soft heap meets all its laims via a few simple lemmas. We onsider
a mixed sequen e of operations in luding n inserts. To begin with, we must explain the
orresponden e between a soft queue and its master tree. When no deletion takes pla e the
equivalen e is obvious, and it is trivially preserved through inserts and melds. During sifting,
the key observation is that v ! next ! rank and v ! hild ! rank always remain identi al.
To enfor e this equality is what an ause a dis repan y between rank and number of hildren.
But it allows us to think of a rotation as an ex hange between soft queues of the same rank
(albeit with perhaps missing subtrees). The orresponding master trees having the same rank,
they are isomorphi and therefore a rotation has no e e t in the orresponden e. Similarly, the
leanup prunes away subtrees, with no onsequen e on the queue/master-tree orresponden e.
The interesting aspe t of this orresponden e is that the leaves of the master tree that are
missing from the soft queue orrespond to items whi h have migrated upward to join item-lists
of nodes of positive rank. Su h items an never again appear in leaves of any soft queue. Note
that dismantling a node by remelding its hildren does not ontradi t this statement sin e it
merely re on gures the soft heap.
5.1

The Error Rate

To a hieve the desired error rate, we set
r def
= 2 + 2dlog 1="e:
Lemma 5.1

n

jitem-list (v)j  max 1 ; 2d
12

e

rank(v )=2

r=2

o

:

Until the rst all to sift, all item-lists have size one, and the inequality holds.
Afterwards, simple inspe tion shows that all operations have either no e e t on the lemma's
inequality or sometimes a favorable one (eg, meld). All of them, that is, ex ept for sift,
whi h ould potentially ause a violation. We show that this is not the ase, and prove
the lemma's inequality by indu tion. If sift(v) alls itself re ursively, via sift(v ! next),
only on e, meaning that the loop- ondition is not satis ed, then the item-list of v ! next
(after possible rotation) migrates to a higher-ranking node by itself and the lemma holds by
indu tion. Otherwise, the item-list at v be omes the union of the two item-lists asso iated
with v ! next after ea h all to sift(v ! next). For this to happen, v ! rank must ex eed r
and one of two onditions must hold: either v ! rank is odd or it ex eeds v ! hild ! rank +1.
In the rst ase, after either re ursive all, the rank of v ! next is stri tly less than v ! rank,
and by indu tion the size of either one of the item-lists of v ! next is at most
n
o
max 1 ; 2d(rank(v) 1)=2e r=2 = 2d(rank(v) 1)=2e r=2 = 2drank(v)=2e 1 r=2 :
Note that the max disappears be ause rank(v) > r. In the other ase, the size of either one
of the item-lists of v ! next is at most
n
o
max 1 ; 2d(rank(v) 2)=2e r=2 = 2drank(v)=2e 1 r=2 :
This time, the max disappears be ause r and the rank of v are both even, and so rank(v) 
r + 2. In sum, the size of the union is at most 2  2drank(v)=2e 1 r=2 , whi h proves the lemma.
2

Proof:

Lemma 5.2
Proof:

The soft heap ontains at most n=2r

3

orrupted items at any given time.

We begin with a simple observation. If S is the node set of a binomial tree then
X rank(v)=2
2
 4jS j:
(1)

This follows from the inequality
X
v2S

v2S

2 rank(v)=2  2k+2 3  2k=2 ;

where k is the rank of the binomial tree. A proof by indu tion is immediate and an be
omitted. Re all that the ranks of the nodes of a queue q are derived from the orresponding
nodes in its master tree q0 . So, the set R (resp. R0 ) of nodes of rank greater than r in q (resp.
q0 ) is su h that jRj  jR0 j. Within q0 , the nodes of R0 number a fra tion at most 1=2r of all
the leaves. Summing over all master trees, we nd that
X 0
jR j  n=2r :
(2)
q0

There is no orrupted item at any rank  r, and so by Lemma 5.1 their total number does
not ex eed
X X (rank(v)+1 r)=2 X X (rank(v) r 1)=2
2
=2
2
:
(3)
R0

q0 v2R0

q0 v2R0

Ea h forms a binomial tree by itself,Pwhere the rank of node v be omes rank(v) r 1.
So, by (1, 2), the sum in (3) is at most q0 8jR0 j  n=2r 3 . 2
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5.2

The Running Time

Only meld and sift need to be looked at, all other operations being trivially onstant-time.
Assigning one redit per queue takes are of the arry propagation during a meld. Indeed,
two queues of the same rank ombine into one, whi h releases one redit to pay for the work.
Updating suÆx-min pointers an take time, however. Spe i ally, arries aside, the ost of
melding two soft heaps S and S 0 is at most the smaller rank of the two (up to a onstant
fa tor). The entire sequen e of soft heap melds an be modeled as a binary tree M. A leaf
z denotes a one-item heap (its ost is 1). An internal node z indi ates the melding of two
heaps. Sin e heaps an grow only through melds, the added size of the master trees in the
soft heap at z is proportional to the number N (z ) of des endents in M. The ost of node z
(ie, of the meld) is 1 + log minf N (x); N (y) g, where x and y are the left and right hildren of
z .2 A simple re urren e (see eg, [4℄) shows that adding together all these osts gives a total
melding ost linear in the size of M, ie, O(n).
For this analysis to be orre t, no node dismantling should ever take pla e. We an easily
amend it, however, to over the general ase. For the purpose of the analysis, let us not regard
the remeldings aused by dismantling as heap melds but as queue melds. The bene t is to
leave the tree M un hanged. The dismantle-indu ed melds asso iated with a node z of M
re on gure the soft heap at z by removing some of its nodes and restoring the rank invariant.
This an only de rease the value of N (z ), so the previous analysis remains orre t.
Of ourse, the queue melds asso iated with node x must now be a ounted for. Dismantling
node v auses no more than rank(v) queue melds. By the violation of the rank invariant, the
node v has at least one missing hild of rank  drank(v)=2e. In the master tree there are
at least 2drank(v)=2e 1 leaves at or below that hild, and all have disappeared from the soft
queue. So, we an harge the dismantle-indu ed melds against these leaves, and on lude that
melding takes O(n) time.
Finally, we show that the ost of all alls to sift is O(rn). Consider any de reasing
sequen e of integers. An integer m is alled good if it is odd or if its su essor is less than
m 1. Clearly, any subsequen e of size two ontains at least one good integer. Now, onsider
the omputation tree orresponding to an exe ution of sift(v). By examining the sequen e
of ranks along any root-to-leaf path, our previous observation leads us to on lude that along
any path of size at least r, at least one bran hing must o ur (not ne essarily many more
than that be ause no bran hing o urs at rank r and below). It follows that, ex luding the
updating of suÆx-min pointers, the running time is O(rC ), where C is the number of times
the loop- ondition su eeds.
It is easy to see, by indu tion, that if v is the root of a subtree with fewer than two nite
keys in the subtree below, the omputation tree of sift(v) is of onstant size. Conversely,
if the subtree ontains at least two nite keys at distin t nodes, then if the loop- ondition
is satis ed at v, both alls of the form sift(v ! next) bring nite keys to the root and two
nonempty item-lists are thus on atenated. There an be at most n 1 su h merges, therefore
C  n and our laim holds.
We ignored the ost of updating suffix min pointers after ea h all to sift. Maintaining
the rank invariant makes the ost of suffix min updating negligible. Indeed, ea h update
takes time proportional to the rank of the queue: (i) if the rank invariant holds, then the
updating time is dominated by the ost of sift itself (already a ounted for); (ii) otherwise,
2
We use the fa t that the rank of a soft queue is exa tly the logarithm of the number of nodes in its master
tree.
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the root v is dismantled, whi h, as we just saw, releases 2drank(v)=2e 1 leaves against whi h we
an harge the updating ost. By Lemma 5.2, the total number of orrupted items is bounded
by n=2r 3 . Setting r = 2 + 2dlog(1=")e proves Theorem 1.1 (ex ept for the optimality laim).
2
Remark: The storage is linear in the number of insertions n, but not ne essarily in the a tual
number of items present. If storage is at a premium, here is a simple x: as soon as the number
of live items falls below, say, n=2, we re on gure the soft heap entirely. We reinsert all the
un orrupted items and, separately, we string together the orrupted ones into a single item-list
whose ommon key is set to in nity. The time for re on guring the heap an be harged to the
n=2 deleted elements. Regarding orruption, the re on guration merely doubles the number
of insertions, and so the number of orrupted items after I (user-requested) insertions will be
at most 2"I . So, it suÆ es to repla e " by "=2 to a hieve an error rate of ". This modi ed
soft heap is optimal in storage, and as shown below, in time.

6

Optimality

To omplete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we show that the soft heap is optimal.
Without loss of
p
generality, we an assume that 1=" lies between a large onstant and n and that n=b"n is
an integer l. Apply Theorem 2.1 to n distin t numbers and pi k out every 2b"n -th element in
the output sequen e. By the near-sortedness of the output, the hosen subsequen e is already
sorted. It partitions the set of numbers into disjoint intervals, within whi h we an easily
lo ate the other numbers in linear time (ea h element being at most a onstant number of
intervals o its en losing interval). From this, in parti ular, we derive the true rank of the
sele ted numbers. By using linear sele tion- nding within ea h interval, we easily, in O(n)
time, retrieve the kb"n -th largest number, for k = 1; 2; : : : ; l. We have partitioned the set of
n numbers into disjoint intervals of size b"n . Let n1 =    = nl = b"n . A standard ounting
argument shows that any omparison-based tree for performing this omputation is of height
at least
!
n
log n ; : : : ; n = (n log 1="):
1

l

So, the entire algorithm requires (n log 1=") time, but it involves O(n) operations on a soft
heap with error rate ", followed by O(n)-time postpro essing. It follows that the O(log 1=")
amortized omplexity of the soft heap is optimal. 2
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